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the month in the channel
Getronics has bought NEC Enterprise
Solutions’ direct sales and services
business in the UK, Portugal, Spain
and Switzerland as part of a major
new enterprise communications partnership agreement with NEC Europe.
The deal also includes a provision for
Getronics and its unified communications services business Connectis
to distribute and supply NEC’s enterprise communications solutions.

O2 Wholesale plans to shut
down channel business
In a reversal of its previous position,
business broadband provider O2
Wholesale has told channel partners
it will close down its wholesale
broadband service next year, as it no
longer sees a viable strategic fit. Earlier this year the future seemed bright
for O2 Wholesale when, following
the sale of both O2’s consumer broadband customers and the technical operation of its LLU network to BSkyB,
parent Telefónica trotted out senior
executives to soothe channel brows.

Ingram Micro loses UK VP
Vandenbussche following shuffle
A game of boardroom musical chairs
initiated by new Ingram Micro
president Gerhard Schulz has led
to the exits of both UK and Benelux
vice-president Johan Vandenbussche
and senior vice-president of vendor
management and business development Vincenzo Baggio. Vandenbussche joined Ingram Micro in 1998
as managing director of Belgium. He
subsequently took on various panEuropean roles before returning to
more localised roles in 2009.

Vohkus hires Compton with
£100m to aim for
Vohkus has set its sights on breaking
through the £100m revenue barrier
after appointing Kelway's former
chief financial officer Craig Compton
to the board as chief operating officer
handling the execution of the strategic business plan. Compton has spent
the past year as a consultant to the
Vohkus board and joins with a brief
to guide the board through a strategy
that is aiming to get £100m annual
revenues by 2017.

SCC revenues up despite SDG sale
Solutions provider SCC has reported
a strong year, with growth in its core
business outpacing the effects of
challenging trading conditions and
distortions created by the summer
2012 sale of distribution arm SDG.
In the 12 months to 31 March 2013,
SCC reported a 3.5% rise in UK sales
to £665.30m, while European operations grew by 2.2% to £906.7m.
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

RM exits PC market after 35 years

Microsoft realigns UK distribution
strategy without Avnet or VIP

Long-standing British PC manufacturer RM has announced that following a
review of its Education Technology division – the focus of a major rescue plan
at the education services provider – it will cease production of PCs.
Its exit from the market brings to an end more than 35 years of PC building
by RM, and will see around 300 people, including some temporary staff, lose
their jobs in the coming 12 months.
Founded as a mail order components supplier in the early 1970s, RM
expanded into the personal computing market in 1977. In the 1980s – along
with rival Acorn – it became a key player in the government’s Microelectronics
Education Programme, with models such as the 380Z helping to establish PCs
in the nation’s classrooms.
But the business ran into trouble following the 2008 recession and was hit
hard by coalition spending cuts three years ago, especially the closure of the
Building Schools for the Future (BSF) project. It has struggled to regain its
footing in leaner times.
In a statement, RM said the declining and low-margin sale of PC devices
was no longer a priority, and that the Education Technology unit will now focus
on expanding its existing software and services offering.
The division is expected to see a 50% reduction in sales over the next two
fiscal years as a result – although the conclusion of its remaining BSF projects
is also a factor in that figure – and will book a one-off charge of £10m, which
will show up in its fiscal 2013 results, due on 30 November.
RM predicted that in 2014, the Education Technology business would trade
around break-even as a result of the timing mismatch between revenue decline
and cost elimination, but by 2015 it should be delivering much improved
margins, albeit still on significantly lower sales.
Despite the sad end to an historic business, RM remains in a cautiously
optimistic mood, and in an interim management statement in September said
it saw a number of
successful
managed services
contracts starting to
bear fruit. Its RM
Unify cloud platform
is performing
particularly strongly,
and the firm was
recently awarded
preferred bidder
status to provide the
platform to all
Scottish schools
through 2015.
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Getronics backers buy NEC
Enterprise Solutions business

HP swings the axe in EMEA
HP is set to hand out P45s to thousands of staff across EMEA as the vendor
continues on the turnaround plan set in motion by CEO Meg Whitman two
years ago.
The vendor is going through a five-year plan to reinvent its business and
had indicated earlier this year that it would have to axe staff as a result of
those plans.
What the decision means for UK staff is yet to be made clear, with the vendor
working through a consultation process in each territory as part of the
workforce reduction plans.
"HP expects approximately 7,095 employees to exit the company or to be
redeployed into new roles that better fit the future needs of the company and
its customers," the firm stated.
"Workforce reduction plans will vary by country, based on local legal
requirements and consultation with works councils and employee representatives, as appropriate," it added.
"There will be no disruption to any of our services. Customers will still have
access to HP’s full portfolio of services with the same level of quality. As always,
our customers, clients and communities whom we serve continue to be the
cornerstone of our business," it said.

Microsoft has revealed details of a
major revamp of its UK distribution strategy, with Avnet and VIP
Computers heading for the exit.
Spearheaded by outgoing CEO
Steve Ballmer, Microsoft is currently
undergoing a major transformation
process towards becoming what it
describes as a “devices and services”
company. To this end it has undertaken a worldwide project to assess
the distributors best placed in each
region to support this change.

Flash vendor Tegile launches
EMEA channel scheme
Flash storage array vendor Tegile
is to launch its first EMEA channel
partner programme as it seeks to
take advantage of growing levels of
interest in the technology. The firm,
which specialises in hybrid arrays
for virtualised server and desktop
environments, has enlisted the help
of value-added distributor Exclusive
Networks as it builds out its scheme.

Comstor adds Meraki to linecard
following Cisco acquisition
Almost a year after its acquisition
by Cisco, Meraki’s cloud-managed
networking products are to be made
available to the UK channel through
Westcon-owned Cisco house Comstor. Meraki’s offerings include
wireless, switching, security, WAN
optimisation and mobile device
management, and Cisco is keen to
exploit its capabilities in the cloud
to help partners lever cloud networking opportunities.

Micro-P and Gem undergo brand
changes to adopt Exertis label
A host of names in distribution are
changing as DCC Sercom rolls out
the Exertis brand to tie together all
of its UK and European businesses
under a single identity. There will
be name changes for Micro-P, Gem,
and MSE in the UK, Sharptext and
Sercom in Ireland and operations in
France, the Netherlands, Belgium
and Luxembourg.

Dell looks for channel growth
Michael Dell has outlined plans to
increase its channel business as the
vendor looks for growth, with plans
to bolster the channel running alongside other efforts to grow its client
base and market share in emerging
markets. The CEO outlined where
Dell could aim for growth and gave
a clear indication that the past few
years of channel growth would not
taper off. "Our partner programme
has grown to 35% of our commercial
business and we believe we can grow
that even more," he said. ■
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Resellers are missing How should IT firms
opportunities to
react to energy costs?
pitch virtualisation

V

irtualisation has been around for such a long
time that, by now, you would have thought
it’s long since gone through the hype curve
and hit the mainstream.
But, although the technology is well established,
there are still opportunities out there for the channel.
The original premise of virtualising servers moved
to the desktop and now there are all sorts of
additional software and management tools that
can be added to a sale.
And, with virtualisation being seen as the first step
on the road to the cloud, not many customers would
ignore the technology. As Amro Gebreel and Billy
MacInnes find out in this issue, there are things
happening to make the pitch an interesting and wide
one from a reseller perspective.

Virtualisation is one of those
technologies that some
customers might have been
delaying investment in
What had once been a technology associated
closely with VMware has broadened with the
involvement of Microsoft and become much more of
a proposition for partners.
But there remains a need for education and, in a
piece on page 12, Craig Parker from Fujitsu admits
that storage might still be seen as boring but it can
continue to make money for the channel.
There are plenty of reasons to read this issue and
hopefully it will provide some food for thought about
just what this technology can do for the channel as
well as customers.
The other point worth making is that as this issue
is being written it appears as if the worst of the
recession really is behind us. Virtualisation is one of
those technologies that some customers might have
been delaying investment in. Now is a good time to
revisit those first generation users as well as those
that have not yet taken the plunge. ■

T

he current controversy
over rising energy prices
is interesting for a number
of reasons. First because
of the way Ed Miliband caught the
government (Conservatives and
Liberal Democrats alike) flat-footed
with his pledge to freeze energy
prices for 20 months if Labour
wins the next election. There’s no
doubt that the pledge resonated with
many voters.
The response of the governing
parties and most newspapers
appeared to owe more to the interests
of the energy companies than their
customers (and voters). And energy
companies such as SSE, British Gas
and Npower haven’t done their cause
any favours by jacking up their prices
in the meantime.
Anyway, from an IT angle, the
saga has provided a couple of
noteworthy points. First, there was
the embarrassing Twitter car crash
when British Gas decided to invite
questions from customers using the
#AskBG hashtag just after it
announced price rises of over 10%.
The company received more than
16,000 comments, nearly all
derogatory.
Then a government minister
suggested one way to beat the price
rises was to wear jumpers at home.
Now, this raises a couple of points for
IT companies. Should they
encourage their employees to wear
warmer clothing to work as well so
they too can save on energy costs in
the workplace? If so, should there be
an optimum thickness so the jumpers

don’t get too thick at that point where
people’s arms bend (on the inside,
not the elbow) thereby restricting
their keyboard and mouse-pointing
mobility?
Should people be allowed to wear
scarves and balaclavas in the office?
If so, should they be restricted to
employees who are not in customerfacing roles? But if that’s the case,
how will customer-facing employees
keep warm without them?
Perhaps the simplest answer
would be to insist, as a condition
of employment, that everyone wore
thermals to work during the winter
months.
What about trying to save
electricity on the use of IT
equipment, which isn’t subject to the
seasonal factors as employees and
their need for warmth? Perhaps
employees could be encouraged to
use computers every other hour and
shut them down for the hours they’re
not using them? If so, what type of
work should they do when their
computers are turned off? Or might
it make more sense to leave the
computers on and turn the lights off?
What about all the energy
consumed by IT companies trying to
keep things cool? How will they be
able to reduce their energy usage to
mitigate the effects of rising prices?
Keep the doors and windows open
on cold days? Or might they move
their datacentres to colder countries,
preferably ones where the energy
companies don’t have free rein to
raise prices on a whim or whenever
they feel like it? ■

Should IT companies
encourage employees
to wear warmer
clothing in the office?
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If you would like details of forthcoming themes
running in the MicroScope ezine, wish to share your
reaction to this one, or make any other contribution,
email squicke@techtarget.com.
For more coverage on virtualisation visit
http://www.computerweekly.com/guides/VMworld-Europe-2013-Coverage
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I

f you have witnessed a channel certification ceremony, you
should go to the Mob Museum,
next time there’s a conference
in Las Vegas. Its interactive Mafia
Induction is very similar, apparently.
The channel setup for both industries seems remarkably similar. For
example, both have a rigid hierarchy.
In the channel you will encounter
direct touch salespeople, account
managers, country managers, all the
way up to vice-presidents and executive vice-presidents.
Meanwhile, in Cosa Nostra (in
English: Our Thing) you will find
associates at entry level, then soldiers
further up the chain of command,
who report to the caporegime, who
reports to the underboss (a sort of vicepresident) who in turn reports to the
boss and his advisor, the consigliere.
The head of the whole organisation is
the legendary capo di tutti capi.
Becoming a made man is a bit like
being a Platinum Partner: you get
plenty of kickbacks, nobody can
touch you and you get the first choice
over every new piece of business.
However, you are not immune to
getting whacked, although the channel boss has to get authorisation for a
hit from the boss. Bloodbath in the
channel indeed! When it happens,
you won’t see it coming.
Taking a stand
It seems I’m not the only person to
have spotted the links between the
mob and the IT industry. A number
of exhibitors at VMworld 2013 in
Barcelona confessed that IT vendors
have been doing a number on Joe and
Josephine Public for years. The most
ruthless gangs being involved in
SANs, arrays, tape and NSAs. Known
to insiders as Giga Nostra, they are
referred to by outsiders as The Storage Mafia, The GigFellas and The
Storpranos.
Now, some brave vendors are taking a stand and promising to clean up
this sector.
At X-IO we met Gavin McLaughlin, who has spent decades in the
storage sector. Now he is X-IO’s solutions development director in an outfit that broke away from Seagate, and
he has decided to speak out.
His current employer used to be a
research division of Seagate, where it
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

discovered that most disks being
returned had nothing wrong with
them that a software routine couldn’t
fix. So it devised a way to make disks
much more reliable and durable.
But that didn’t go down well with
the bosses. The OEMs that Seagate
made drives for weren’t interested in
extending the life of their products to
help clients. In the words of Henry
Hill in Goodfellas, they’d rather
whack ’em. They were onto a good
thing, forcing their customers into an
upgrade every three years and selling
them a warranty they couldn’t refuse.
“Turkeys don’t vote for Christmas,”
says McLaughlin. So his outfit was
forced to relocate and take on a new
identity, under what sounds like
some kind of ‘customer protection
programme’.
Now X-IO, with its high-performance arrays and flash storage products, such as Hyper-ISE, is offering
products that are so tough they last
for at least five years. No engineer
will touch them – because they don’t
need to. X-IO has signed with a distributor and is looking for connected
resellers – wise guys, good failovers.
“We’re starting a campaign to help
customers to demand more,” says
McLaughlin, who has worked in storage for a long time and is anxious to
expose the practices that go on. Well,
we all wish him good luck with that
one. He’s going to be looking over his
shoulder for years.
Pulling in a crowd
Still, if you pull a stunt like that,
you’re in the public eye and less
likely to get nobbled. Maybe that’s
the thinking behind a new initiative
from Barracuda Networks. It’s offering 20GB of free online storage, to
reseller partners, in order to draw a
crowd around its online backup and
recovery services.
It’s all a matter of trust, says
Markus Walcher, sales vice-president for Barracuda’s EMEA territory.
“With the cloud, the question everyone asks is, Who do I trust with my
data?” says Walcher. There are many
cloud cowboys around, but with
Barracuda you have the assurance
that your service provider is a security expert at heart. Now honest
local service providers can white
label this or even set up private

clouds for their clients.
Barracuda is offering resellers
co-op marketing funds, so if you are
on the campaign trail, it will be there
with you, shoulder to shoulder, bearing half the financial burden. There
are some quite creative things you
can do with this hosted cloud, as it
gives you complete mastery over
who you grant access to your information and for how long.
Acronis is another brave pioneer
taking on one of the big boys. In its
case, the hosted cloud service provider is going head to head with
Amazon. It claims that its own partners can make up to 65% better margins than the equivalent storage service from Amazon Web Services
(AWS). It’s looking for UK partners to
join its gang.
“We keep hearing from potential
customers that people don’t want to
give their data to be hosted in another
country, not knowing who gets access
to it,” explains Alan Laing, Acronis’s
consigliere for EMEA.
Reforming the market
Talking of Wyse guys and goodfellas, MicroScope also ran into Tarkan
Maner, who was once capo di tutti
capi at Wyse, before Dell made him
an offer he didn’t refuse.
Now a reformed man, he’s determined to clean up the market and take
on the mafia. Like one of the untouchables who took on the mob, he’s fighting the big boys through legislation,
rather than brute force. They’re calling
him the Elliot Ness of big data.
By cunning use of softwaredefined storage, his company, Nexenta, aims to drive a wedge between
the hardware and the software. Once
hardware is no longer proprietary,
the vendors which control this racket
will be unable to charge what they
like. If they over-charge, people will
go elsewhere, because softwaredefined storage makes hardware a
commodity, which means it massively undercuts rival systems.
Where an existing NetApp upgrade
would cost $1m, Nexenta claims that
it can achieve the same results for
$150,000.
Now Nexenta has launched a
VMware version of its softwaredefined storage service, called VSA
for VMware Horizon View. It is a vir-
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VMworld Europe: Meet the vendors
standing up to the Storage Mafia

tual storage appliance that makes the
management of virtual desktops
about 90% more efficient.
Maner condemned the exploitation of users by what he describes as
The MESS (Massively Expensive
Storage Systems) and called for a
“storage spring” to free users from
their proprietary hardware prison.
The storage spring, where the masses
rise up against the storage mafia, will
presumably be led by a man named
Mick Smetaphor.
Resellers which can work with any
protocol stack are wanted, so they
can build specialised storage systems
on commodity hardware, rather than
the expensive specialised appliances
sold by EMC and NetApp, Maner
says.
Be brave and stand up to the mafia
– they will soon back down if you
show them you mean business. The
next 20 years will be massive for honest storage resellers, says Maner. Start
hitting datacentres, which have massive overheads caused by virtual
desktops, the internet of things, video
and big data. They’re all paying protection money to men in suits who
promise to ‘make this problem go
away’. Only it never does for long,
and they’re soon back asking for
more purchase orders. “The storage
bullies have had it their own way for
too long,” says Maner.
It sounds like there’s a new sheriff
in town. But for how long? ■
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Virtualise everything
Virtualisation is moving beyond the desktop to servers,
storage, the network and management – the entire
datacentre, writes Billy MacInnes

WAVEBREAK MEDIA/THINKSTOCK

A

few weeks ago, at the
VMworld Europe 2013
conference in Barcelona,
VMware CEO Pat Gelsinger
was keen to move the focus around
virtualisation beyond the compute
level – specifically server virtualisation – to include areas such as storage, the network and management,
describing them as the four elements
representing the software-defined
datacentre. He urged partners to virtualise “every piece” of them.
“We are out to virtualise the datacentre,” Gelsinger said in a keynote
that also gave a decent amount of airtime to desktop virtualisation which,
traditionally, VMware has been
accused of treating as something of
an afterthought. The company reinforced its desktop virtualisation credentials by announcing the acquisition of Desktone, a pioneer in the
desktop as a service (DaaS) space.
Enterprise vice-president and general manager of VMware end user
compute Sanjay Poonen commented
that “VMware’s network of more than
11,000 VMware service provider
partners enables VMware to accelerate the delivery of DaaS much faster
than many of our competitors”.
At the same event, in an interview
with Irish website TechCentral,
VMware EMEA general business
director John Churchhouse said software-defined storage (SDS) and software-defined networks (SDN) represented an “absolutely huge”
opportunity for the channel to extend
virtualisation from the compute layer
to the storage and network layers.
But he stressed that there was still
significant opportunity at the compute level in terms of workloads that
could be virtualised. According to
Churchhouse, around 68% of all
workloads are virtualised, but the
prospect is that the figure will rise to
86% by 2016. To put that it in perspective, it means adding an extra
quarter to all workloads that have
been virtualised to date.
That is also the view of Ryan
O’Reilly, infrastructure director at
Outsourcery, who points to the
growth in the virtualised server market in recent years, with infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and platform
as a service (PaaS) products gaining
momentum while, at the same time,
virtual desktop demand has been
fairly low.

Technologies such as network virtualisation and storage are helping
companies like Outsourcery to
develop flexible and robust automated systems that are easier to manage and maintain. Cloud service providers such as Outsourcery can
benefit from virtualised networking
technologies, but O’Reilly admits:
“We are not seeing demand for these
solutions or virtual desktops in abundance from our partners at this time”.
Desktop virtualisation
Perhaps it depends who you talk to.
Poonen described DaaS as a “game
changer” at VMworld Europe 2013
and argued VMware was working to
overcome the biggest barrier to desktop virtualisation – cost – by reducing the total cost of ownership of a
virtual desktop to the equivalent cost
of a laptop.
Martin Callinan, country manager
for Express Metrix, believes the trend
towards hotdesking and mobility is
helping to drive greater adoption of

Around 68% of all workloads are
virtualised, but that figure is likely to
rise to 86% by 2016
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

virtualisation and, in particular, virtual desktop infrastructure.
A point echoed by Mark Pilgrim,
EMEA vice-president at NComputing, who cites recent IDC statistics
showing an increase of 7.4% in shipments of thin client and terminal client devices as proof that “momentum
in the desktop virtualisation market
is growing”.
Whereas he maintains that server
and storage virtualisation are the
domain of enterprise customers,
desktop virtualisation has a wider
catchment area because it is applicable from the major enterprise all the
way through to the SME. Thin client
devices are suited to enterprises, but
desktop virtualisation solutions also
“offer a modern and cost-effective
solution to the SME, ensuring the
organisation doesn’t have to compromise on performance, manageability and security, while at the same
time allowing it to remain a competitive player”.
Pilgrim believes this opens up a
wealth of opportunities for resellers
to offer add-on services and support.
It is a familiar and well-worn argument. “Desktop virtualisation and
cloud-based access to apps provide
resellers with the chance to sell a
combined hardware, software and
subscription offering,” he states.
“This provides continued revenue-

generating opportunities, in comparison to the one-dimensional hardware-only sale of the past.”
Callinan says the real opportunities for the channel come from the
traditional role of having a full understanding of their customers’ existing
infrastructure and usage behaviour.
“This will allow them to add value
by making recommendations and
moving into a trusted advisor role
with customers,” he says. By helping
customers to review their current IT
infrastructure, partners can “help
them to create a virtualisation strategy, taking them through the process
to understand how and if virtualisation will work in their environment”.
If they have this visibility, resellers
can help customers avoid creating
“toxic assets”. “For example, the
licensing costs of running an application on physical servers could be
doubled when that same application
is put on virtual servers,” says Callinan. They can also help customers
identify areas of virtual sprawl and
advise on multi-hypervisor environments, explaining which hypervisors
would be best for specific workloads.
Charlie Williams, marketing director at 2X Software, suggests it is a
question of definition. If virtual desktop means delivering the desktop or
applications any time, any where
and on any device, then the market is
NOVEMBER 2013 | 6

virtualisation
definitely moving in that direction
and has been for some time.
“The influx of mobile products
which can receive/accept/connect to
the host servers, especially through
cloud connectivity, means the more
contemporary companies are allowing their users – combined with technologies using RDP/ICA and SSL
security – to make use of workrelated software technologies at all
times,” says Williams.
Microsoft or VMware?
Mentioning the desktop invariably
brings up the subject of Microsoft.
While virtualisation has, for many
years, been a very strong space for
VMware, Microsoft is starting to
make some inroads with its Hyper-V
product, although there are disputes
over how much of a threat it poses to
its rival.
Ian Wells, regional director for
Northern Europe at Veeam Software,
is fairly certain that Microsoft is having an effect on the virtualisation
market. “We are definitely seeing
more and more businesses move to a
mixed hypervisor environment, running Hyper-V alongside VMware to
meet their specific needs,” he says.
But he cautions that there is never
likely to be an either/or situation
regarding VMware and Microsoft.
Most organisations will not go 100%
one way or the other, so this presents an opportunity for the channel
as customers will need to be able to
manage both environments easily
and effectively. Partners could also
upsell Microsoft customers and
existing users of VMware additional
tools to ensure their entire environment is as well-managed, well-protected and capable as possible, he
says. The channel can provide the
products and also “act as an advisor
on how businesses can gain a consolidated overview of their entire
virtualised estate”.

A mix of Microsoft and VMware software
presents opportunities for resellers
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

2X Software’s Williams is not so
sure about the effect Microsoft will
have on the virtualisation landscape.
“This is going to be a tough and
touchy one. Windows Server 2012 is
a product that again is a leap forward
for Microsoft, but its lack of focus on
mobile products and devices has left
RDP [remote desktop protocol] short
and late to the party,” he argues. Why
is this the case? He wonders whether
Microsoft thought mobile devices
and bring your own device (BYOD)
were not a major enterprise priority.
“Or maybe it just didn’t have the time
to develop RDP and free clients to
reach other devices,” he says.
The other question is why Microsoft did not believe people would
want the same features they had at
their desk or home on other environments. “If we are moving toward
cloud and companies are offering services that allow to you utilise cloud,”
says Williams, “then why would
Microsoft not pay attention to how
vendors can use a current Microsoft
technology to create these environments? RDP has its limitations with
mobile products, he adds and it is
debatable whether Microsoft is interested in “doing the legwork necessary
to support a BYOD environment”.
Network virtualisation
Nigel Stephenson, senior director
of solutions marketing at Juniper
Networks, says it is undeniable that
virtualisation has made large inroads
into a number of areas over recent
years, including applications, compute and storage, but he wants to
steer the discussion into another area.
This is what he describes as “a huge
interest in virtualising the underlying
network” being driven by the need
to reduce overall deployment times
and increase flexibility. “Whereas applications can be spun up in minutes,
network change requests can take
hours or days,” he reveals.
It is a point that was made by
VMware CTO of networking Martin
Casado at VMworld Europe 2013,
when he talked about making networks “worthy of the cloud era” by
changing their model and flexibility.
Casado revealed that virtual ports
exceeded physical ports globally last
year and a survey of VMware customers found that 77% were planning for virtual networking over the
next year.
In his keynote, VMware’s Gelsinger
also described virtualising the network for speed and efficiency as “the
most important topic we’re going to
discuss today”.
According to Stephenson, the challenge is to deliver a virtualised network infrastructure that can provision network services, such as

“We are out to
virtualise the
datacentre...
You are poised
to rewire IT
again, and again,
and again”
Pat Gelsinger
VMware
connectivity, security and visibility,
in “near real time and in response to
application needs”. But it is important to stress that although a virtual
network would abstract itself from
the underlying physical network,
that does not mean the network’s
physical infrastructure no longer
matters. “Quite the reverse, in fact,”
he argues. “It is critical for a modern
datacentre, where the majority of traffic flows across the data-centre rather
than to and from it, that the underlying physical switching fabric supports any-to-any connections and
location independence.”
What are the implications for channel partners in the networking space?
Stephenson believes virtualisation
provides additional opportunities for
channel partners and vendors such
as Juniper by broadening the points
of communication between vendors,
partners and customers.
Traditional networking vendors
will have the opportunity to move
‘up’ towards application-led projects
within the customer and add greater
value to the network deployment. At
the same time, application-centric
partners can reach further ‘down’
into the networking layer “to deliver
a better and broader operational
model” to the application teams
within their customers, he says.
“Different partners will find different niches,” says Stephenson, “but
the overall breadth of opportunity for
engagement will increase as the network becomes not only essential for
the delivery of cloud-based services,
but an integral part of the overall performance and operational workflow.”
A virtual future
Looking to the future, Veeam
Software’s Wells says virtualisation
is still surprising us with what
it can do over and above server
virtualisation to utilise computing
resources more effectively. As well
as areas such as desktop, network

and storage virtualisation, there is
still much more that can be done
in the server. For example, data
forensics and data migration are
two areas where virtualisation
is already coming into its own.
“Whether plumbing the potential
of server virtualisation or looking
beyond, the channel needs to
ensure it is providing a full service
to customers, as simply offering
a virtual environment is the bare
minimum expected,” he says.
Cloud and mobility are seen as two
of the big drivers propelling virtualisation beyond the compute layer into
the domains of storage, the network
and the datacentre. In many ways,
they have helped to make the case for
virtualisation beyond the server. Nevertheless, there is still plenty of mileage left at the server level.
At VMworld Europe 2013, Gelsinger was adamant that no other technology had resulted in the efficiency
and cost savings of virtualisation. He
added there were enormous networking efficiencies still to be harvested
and with the move to a softwaredefined world he is “confident the
efficiencies across every layer are
going to be extraordinary”.
Gelsinger left attendees under no
illusion that they had played a prominent role in rewiring IT over the past
10 years using virtualisation. “You
are poised to rewire IT again,” he
concluded. “And again, and again.”
Given his message was essentially
a call to customers and partners to
prepare to overturn the IT status quo
with virtualisation again, it was perhaps ironic that Gelsinger’s keynote
should end with words that (consciously or unconsciously) echoed
the refrain of Again and Again, one
of the many hits from the indefatigable British pub rockers.
Again, again, again, again, again,
again, again, again.
Why don’t you do it, why don’t you
do it again? ■
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Intelligent scanning
for smart business

Introducing the new ScanSnap iX500 from Fujitsu.
Made to make your life easier.
·
·
·
·

www.ScanSnapit.com
ScanSnapUK
scantoprocess

Built in Wi-Fi for documents straight to tablet or smartphone
Scans business cards to A4 double-sided and even A3
Fast scanning, up to 50 sides per minute
Creates searchable PDFs

Drop a mixed handful of documents into the new Fujitsu iX500
scanner; anything you like from business cards to A3. Then just
press the blue button. In less time than it takes to read this, the
first page will be scanned and the image ready to be viewed. It
can even scan both sides at the same time with no loss of speed.
The iX500 will deliver perfect results: pages facing the same way
and all images straightened. The new GI-processor performs the
intelligent image enhancement responsible for great looking
images. They can be easily stored as searchable pdfs to make
finding them again child’s play, or if you want them on the move
just use the in-built Wi-Fi to send the documents straight to your
tablet or smartphone.

All names, manufacturer names, brand and product designations are subject to special trademark rights and are manufacturer‘s trademarks and/or
registered brands of their respective owners. All indications are non-binding. Technical data is subject to change without prior notification.

Pitch virtualisation
services successfully

THINKSTOCK

virtualisation

There are many reasons why customers might want to embrace
virtualisation. Amro Gebreel looks at how to sell it effectively

S

elling virtualisation has
always meant having a
varied number of options in
your kit bag and the current
market is no different – the server,
desktop and management options
continue to be areas where resellers
can make a pitch.
There are other reasons why a
customer might want to make the
move towards virtualisation with it
not only being step one on the cloud
journey but also a way of discovering
efficiencies and savings.
“Virtualisation is becoming
central to many organisations’ IT
initiatives due to the substantial cost
savings, operational efficiency and
flexibility it can bring,” says Mike
Hemes, vice-president of EMEA at
Silver Peak.
He suggests talking to the user
about the impact going virtual will
have on the network to ensure what
is aimed for is delivered. “However,
what many fail to realise is the
debilitating effect this technology
has on the underlying network.
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

An unstable network can hinder the
performance of virtual investments,
resulting in organisations spending
large amounts of money on
solutions that will not provide the
expected results.
“As such, it is the reseller’s
responsibility to ensure their
customers have a fully equipped
network to cope with the added
pressure,” says Hemes.
Silver Peak specialises in WAN
optimisation and, understandably,
Hemes believes there is some
mileage for resellers in pitching
that technology to ensure the
infrastructure supports a move to a
virtual environment.
But WAN optimisation is just
one potential angle that resellers
can take when they are looking to
build a solution sale around
virtualisation technology and,
as you might expect, there are
plenty of other suggestions coming
from the industry. One of the most
obvious is to make sure the virtual
desktop infrastructure (VDI) part

of any pitch relates to the current
needs in the market and can
chime with some of the issues
customers are affected by.
“Selling VDI is a major
technology shift that presents the
channel with a great opportunity
as it can deliver a rich user
experience – typically not achievable
using traditional, server‑based
computing methods. By sharing
resources, VDI can also provide
demonstrably significant operational
cost savings of up to 69%. VDI will
improve the data integrity of user
information because all data can be
maintained and backed up in the
datacentre.
“VDI can also assist in the
migration of desktop services to
Microsoft Windows 8 and with
integration to application packaging
tools, enabling organisations to
continue running legacy
services until they are ready to
upgrade them,” says Jon Leary,
consultant at IT services company
CSA Waverley.

Green initiatives
But there are other topical issues
virtualisation can help with. Leary
believes VDI can deliver on some
of the environmental ambitions
customers might have: “With
organisations under pressure to
adopt green IT in all its forms, buyers
want to choose genuinely green
technology. VDI lends itself well to
this consideration as it delivers a
major reduction in space and power
(typically just 11W at full power), so
energy cost reduction and emissions
can be achieved.”
Leary also points out the
security benefits of using centrally
controlled thin clients that don’t
have disk drives and reduce the
prospect of data being distributed
outside of an enterprise, and with
reduced components there are also
good things to mention on the
support front.
“VDI really excels in its computermanagement capability, and using
thin clients instead of desktop PCs
is a major factor. This is because
NOVEMBER 2013 | 9

virtualisation
thin clients are a solid state, which
significantly reduces the chance
of hardware failure, unlike the
moving parts and openings visible
with desktop PCs. In the unlikely
event that a thin client experiences
some sort of internal failure, an
employee can simply move to
another monitor, log on and have
their desktop in front of them ready
for work,” he says.
“This capacity for instant desktop
provisioning and near zero
downtime also increases the
efficiency of the business. The
centralised nature of VDI, with
desktop image-management
capabilities, will provide lower cost
of deploying new applications and
longer refresh cycles for client
desktop infrastructure. VDI may not
be for everyone yet, but it does cut
desktop carbon footprint and reduces
the management burden of
thousands of PCs on the network,”
concludes Leary.
Richard Roberts, head of partner
organisation UK&I at Cisco, says
virtualisation products will help
resellers deliver a high-quality
computing experience across the
network, any time, anywhere. They
will improve availability and
business continuity, and allow for the
deployment of new applications and
IT business initiatives and will
reduce energy consumption.
Making use of virtualisation
products will also help users respond
faster to business challenges and
reduce their IT power consumption
requirements while lowering carbon
footprint. It’s not sustainable to
deploy additional server resources to
support the increasing number of

Choosing a
product to pitch
According to Randal Asay, CTO
at Catbird, understanding which
product is best to support your
virtual infrastructure can be
determined with a few simple
questions:
■ Am I a shop, and is Hyper-V the
right solution?
■ Do I have the right developers
on staff or can I hire the right team
to support an OpenStack
implementation?
■ Do I want all the bells and whistles
that come with the VMware
solution, and can I afford it?
Answering some of those
questions should narrow down the
options and the starting point for
customers.

Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

applications used in business –
moreover, existing servers are
typically under-utilised. With
virtualisation, resellers can reduce
demand for datacentre resources,
consolidate IT assets, deploy new
servers faster, and enjoy cost savings.
Virtualising servers
There is still life in the virtualised
server market, where things all
started, and resellers should not
forget to include solutions for
that side of the technology in any
pitch they put towards customers
who have put their toes in the
virtualisation waters.
Greg Howett, CEO of jetNEXUS,
told MicroScope that customers
looking to make the move to
virtualisation need to keep in mind
that virtualising their servers
typically leads to an increased
number of (virtual) servers in any
given deployment and therefore
increases the need for sophisticated
traffic management between them.
“Along with any virtualisation
pitch, resellers should be looking
to pitch advanced load balancing
products that can help intelligently
spread the flow of traffic. Without
proper load balancing, virtual servers
can become over worked, or traffic
can be directed to application servers
that are not responding correctly.
“There is also an opportunity for
resellers to help customers who
have already virtualised but not
load balanced to further streamline
their IT environments. Indeed,
there can be a harmonious
relationship here – virtualisation
tends to result in increased load
balancing requirements, and those
requirements are typically best met
by virtual appliance load balancers,
rather than traditional hardware
appliances,” he says.
Selling the extras
Other options that resellers might
want to put into a virtualisation
pitch include management tools,
backup and desktop support features
that the technology can exploit.
One of the lessons that customers
have had to learn the hard way
over the last couple of years is that
using physical tools for a virtual
environment has left them with
major problems. Those selling the
technology need to educate users
about the benefits of using a complete
virtual solution.
Ian Wells, regional director,
Northern Europe at Veeam, says
guaranteeing virtual infrastructures
can be protected and recoverable is a
huge opportunity for the channel.
“Offering backup and recovery
capabilities that take advantage of

Virtualisation and BYOD
Kevin Bland, director of channel and alliances for Northern Europe at Citrix,
says resellers need to develop an understanding of the changes taking
effect in the modern workplace if they are to pitch virtualisation products
successfully. “Employers are being challenged by employees bringing mobile
devices into the workplace, with the quick fix being to try and manage each
device”, he says. “However, the real problem lies in trying to give employees
access to the applications and often sensitive corporate data they need, from
their chosen devices. Employers need solutions that maintain the security
and integrity of their data by keeping it where it can be monitored, ideally
within the datacentre and not on employee devices. This process has been
further complicated by the fact that there is now a plethora of devices
available to consumers across a range of different operating systems.”
Nick Lowe, senior vice president of sales for EMEA at AppSense, also
mentions bring your own device (BYOD) and the need for that to be
recognised in a virtualisation pitch: “Elements of virtualisation are entering the
mobile space as a way for businesses to accommodate BYOD and the
consumerisation of IT. But to focus purely on mobile to take advantage of this
trend may be shortsighted. Resellers should not be driven by serving one
type of device or one kind of usage scenario, but rather find a way to offer a
virtualised solution that gives each user what they need to do their job.”

virtualisation to offer increasingly
short backup or recovery windows
and reduced time between backups
is one obvious way forward. Yet
the channel can still do more to
differentiate itself. For example,
such capabilities should be offered
in tandem with other virtualisation
offerings, such as management tools
and hypervisors themselves, as well
as consultancy to ensure the channel
is providing the best possible service
to, and maximum margins from, its
customers,” says Wells.
“The channel should also explore
the more advanced techniques that
virtualisation allows. Replication, or
creating a duplicate environment that
can be switched to in the event of
failure, is much simpler when that
environment can be virtual.
“Testing backups to ensure they
recover can be done in a virtual
environment. And high-speed
communications, coupled with the
ease of creating virtual infrastructure,
means off-site or dispersed backup,
which prevents all a customer’s eggs
being in one basket, is now within

almost anyone’s reach. This
improved protection will, in turn,
breed security and confidence:
helping customers feel they can keep
investing in virtualisation in the
future,” he adds.
There is also a need to make it easy
and Randal Asay, CTO at Catbird,
says some of the management
benefits of virtualisation, across a
VDI estate, make the sale an easy one
for customers to sign off on.
“Virtualisation takes the challenges
of demand management, distributed
computing and central command,
and makes it achievable and
manageable. The ability to repurpose
hundreds of machines with just a few
clicks and have accurate asset
management should be enough to
sell the concept of virtualisation.”
There are plenty of benefits and
several angles that resellers can take
but, to make the sale sing, the reseller
will have to get a full understanding
of the technology and ensure they
have all of the plus points ready to
mention when they sit down in front
of a potential buyer. ■

“Along with any virtualisation pitch,
resellers should be looking to pitch
advanced load balancing products that
can help intelligently spread the flow of
traffic. Without proper load balancing,
virtual servers can become overworked”
Greg Howett, JetNEXUS
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The mobile tide cannot be turned
Research shows smartphones and tablets are becoming pervasive in business, but there are still hurdles, writes Simon Quicke

R

esellers are starting to
allow more mobile technology to enter the workplace,
but many are taking an ad
hoc approach to the use of personal
smartphones and tablets, raising serious questions about the ability of the
channel to get the most out of a bring
your own device (BYOD) strategy.
Research commissioned by AVG
and undertaken by TechTarget has revealed a market where 86.1% of the
resellers quizzed admitted to using
smartphones for work purposes, with
53% also using tablets. This indicates
that the channel has really taken to
using mobile technology.
Tablet choices
On the tablet front, Apple’s iPad was
the number one choice, with 52.5% of
respondents using one for work (see
pie chart below). This was followed
by the Samsung Galaxy (18%) and the
Google Nexus (13.1%). Some of the
big hardware names, including HP
and Dell, were less favoured by customers. There were some signs that
Microsoft is making inroads into the
enterprise, with 6.6% of respondents
using its Surface tablet.
One of the challenges the wide
range of hardware vendors reveals is
the resulting number of operating
systems that IT helpdesk staff have to
support, with iOS, Android and Windows all likely to be somewhere in
the workplace.
Smartphone choices
When it came to smartphones, it was
also a two-horse race between Apple,
which was chosen by 48.5% of re-

spondents, and Samsung, chosen by
24.2%. HTC, Nokia and BlackBerry
make up the rest of the top five.
With most people buying their
own smartphone, the market leaders
are bound to be represented heavily,
but the results also reveal the extent
to which BlackBerry, once the dominant corporate smartphone brand,
has fallen out of favour, with only
5.1% of the resellers surveyed owning RIM phones.
Mobility hold-ups
Looking ahead, 37.5% of resellers
surveyed said they were planning to
make more changes in the coming
year, embracing mobility even further, but 62.5% indicated there was
no strategy in place to roll out phones
in the next 12 months.
Not everyone is jumping on the
mobility bandwagon, and with
BYOD getting negative press as a
“bring your own disaster” option,
there remains a portion of the channel that is not looking to encourage a
spread of smartphones and tablets
through the business.
Those yet to work out how to use
phones in their business gave several
reasons. The largest problem cited
was a structural one, with respondents not finding enough mobility in
their operations to make the flexibility offered by smartphones useful.
Those operations where staff are
office-based might struggle to find a
user case for extending beyond desktops and laptops.
Security also worried respondents,
with the fear of data loss as a result of
information leaving the business a

Type of tablets used for work

prime concern, along with doubts
about costs. Although there are a
growing number of telecoms
expenses management systems, there
is still a significant number of customers in a reactive position paying
out for a service that has proved to be
more expensive than expected.
Managing
Users are prepared to bring their own
phones to work, with 66% paying for
their own kit, but when it comes to tablets many more (60%) are being given
the hardware by their employers.
When it comes to working out
what to do with a tablet, many firms
seem to be encouraging their staff to
interact with apps, but without any
formal policy. There are signs that
things are changing, however, with
28% taking steps to pre-load authorised apps on corporate devices.
There has been a lot of talk by
some of the large analysts about the
emergence of corporate app stores,
but it appears that the discussion
there might still be at the early stages,
with just 8% expecting to develop
that kind of service for staff in the
year ahead.
Data security
One of the main bumps in the road to
extending mobile use continues to be
data security fears, with 30% citing
that as a major barrier to greater adoption of mobility.
That is followed by many holding
the view that right now there is a lack
of suitable applications to make it
worthwhile. Although the enterprise
app options are growing, the focus
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Security
12.5%
Other
37.5%
Cost
12.5%

Not enough to
make these
elements useful
37.5%

Source: AVG/TechTarget

has so far been much more on the
consumer and gaming side of the
market, which leaves the corporate
side with some catching up to do.
But just shy of one-fifth of the market see no reason why they should
slow down mobile use for work reasons, and as other fears are overcome
those looking to embrace the technology more will have their ranks swelled.
The flexibility that can be achieved
by using mobile technology is clearly
being embraced by the channel.
Where there continues to be resistance, the user case and the security
fears need to be tackled.
There is also a need for more
formal user policies, including
around applications, but resellers
are clearly exploiting the benefits
that smartphones and tablets can
give them and the signs are that the
trend will continue. ■

Type of smartphones used for work
Apple iPhone 48.5%

Apple iPad 52.5%

Source: AVG/TechTarget

Top reasons for
not adopting
mobile devices

Samsung Galaxy 18%

Samsung 24.2%

Google Nexus 13.1%

HTC 19.2%

Asus 9.8%

Nokia 9.1%

Microsoft Surface 6.6%

BlackBerry 5.1%

HP Envy 4.9%

Sony 4%

Sony Xperia 3.3%

LG 2%

Dell XPS 1.6%

Huawei 1%

Other 18%

Other 6.1%
Source: AVG/TechTarget
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Storage may be boring but it
matters and makes money
Resellers should be excited about the revenue
opportunities presented by storage, writes Craig Parker

L

et’s face it, storage sounds
boring – but it really matters
to customers today, and it
makes resellers money.
Faced with marketing descriptions
of the data transfer speeds needed for
consolidation of massive storage area
networks (SANs) it is difficult to
become too animated. Most of the
time, the verbiage used around storage technology is positively soporific.
That is justification enough for the
first part of the proposition (ie that
storage is dull) but to be fair, these
kind of pronouncements are simply
telling it as it is; a disk array transfers
data at really high speeds. That
means it will be really good in datacentres where scores of virtual servers will be crammed onto a handful
of physical devices.
The subsequent strain on storage
input/output (I/O) is massive, so you
need a disk array that can cope.

Often, storage is an afterthought in
such installations – the virtualisation is the cool and sexy bit, the one
that really lights up the eyes of the
CIO, due to the reduction in space,
management and power overheads
it delivers.
Important drivers
Virtualisation – in its own right or
as the foundation for private clouds
– is a vitally important driver in
the market right now. But without
decent storage, the server virtualisation will not be effective. If the
transfer rate between the disk and
the server box is not high enough,
performance will not be as good as it
could or should be.
You might well be thinking, “Well
OK, in that case, we’ll put flash technology in”. There is no denying that
flash storage is great for virtualised
deployments, but only where you

Storage makes money for resellers.
Virtualisation, private cloud and big
data projects should always bring
plenty of opportunity to add value
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

need really fast near-line access to
very large volumes of data.
But flash is also really expensive
at the moment, and in many cases it
will not stand up to a thorough costbenefit analysis. High-performance
disk arrays will. If we skip forward a
few months (or maybe a couple of
years), the cost of flash will certainly
come down. But it will not come
anywhere near disk in terms of cost
per gigabyte.
With storage capacity requirements continually growing – this is
not an industry myth, it is genuinely
happening – most customers will
want to use disk for most of the volume data retention they do. Some
may use cloud-based archiving at
the secondary or tertiary level, and
make limited use of flash as a sort of
high-speed cache at the near-line
end. But disk will still do most of
the hard work.
Big storage for big data
It will be the same for big data projects. Flash lends itself well to the
kind of multi-threaded database
operations that are performed in big
data deployments, but there will
still be a massive requirement to
store information – and traditional
disk drives will continue to play
their part.

Storage in all forms matters to customers, and at the heart of all datacentres, you still need good, solid,
reliable disk systems that you can
depend on to work – even if they
don’t exactly get anyone excited. We
had a great example of this recently
from a customer which talked about
the storage solutions that are “boringly reliable” as being exactly what
it required. In the world of storage,
that is a real compliment.
It should also be remembered that
storage makes money for resellers.
Virtualisation, private cloud and big
data projects should always bring
plenty of opportunity to add value in
providing consultancy, installation,
migration and monitoring. There will
be a decent margin on the software
licences, but probably quite a bit
more on the actual storage. Most
arrays cost upwards of £5,000 at the
entry level and customers often
spend £50,000 or more to equip their
datacentres. Resellers can make very
good margins on these sales.
Start talking in those terms, and
suddenly storage is not boring, it is
very exciting indeed. We, as an
industry, should give it the credit and
the attention it deserves. ■
Craig Parker is head of product marketing at
Fujitsu UK & Ireland
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Flexible working delivers benefits
of collaboration and lower costs

MicroScope
1st Floor, 3-4a Little Portland Street
London W1W 7JB

Andrew Turnbull, NG Bailey’s IT Services

Videoconferencing no longer a
luxury but a cost-saving measure
Chris Potts, ANT Telecom

The rapid increase in remote working
continues to shape the business landscape. As technological advances
provide innovative new ways to
connect and support an increasingly
mobile workforce, the trend towards
homeworking is gathering pace.
This developing trend, along with
the proliferation of mobile, social
and digital media providing instant
communication opportunities, has
become a catalyst for an increased
uptake in leading-edge videoconferencing technologies as companies
seek new ways to optimise their mobile workforce.
Videoconferencing is emerging as
a highly valuable channel of business
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk
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I enjoyed David Tweddle’s piece
in July’s MicroScope on the importance of the customer experience
and the competitive advantage this
can offer. This is right at the top of
our list of business priorities, as
indeed it is for most of our own customers and their businesses.
One area that is increasingly delivering real benefits to the customer
experience is that of flexible working
and it’s been fascinating to see how
this is gaining pace.
The Office of National Statistics
estimates that around 12% of UK
employees currently work remotely.
However as new developments
in technologies, such as unified
communications and voice-as-aservice, not to mention BYOD, gain
a foothold, working from home (or
anywhere) will become easier and
more cost effective. We’ll see a huge
increase in flexible working, and this
is only going to be good for business.
Benefits such as reduced costs,
simplified IT management, consolidated overheads and real-time
collaboration have been widely discussed. Recent research carried out
by NG Bailey has also found that 82
per cent of UK office workers believe
flexible working hours (including the
ability to work from home) would
have a positive impact on employee
productivity.
But perhaps most importantly
when it comes to the customer experience, flexible working means that
your staff are more likely to be available more often. And if your staff
can be available more often for your
customers – reducing response times
and improving comms and support
– just imagine the competitive advantage this can deliver.
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Stu Bailey, CTO and founder of Infoblox

Software-defined networking (SDN) is the hot new topic in the networking
industry, but what does its rapid rise mean for the channel and the position of
hardware giants in the networking supply chain?
In my opinion, the best way to understand software-defined networking
and its impact is to look at what I call “hardware-defined networking” (HDN).
Consider HDN an entire industry organised according to boxes - firewalls,
load balancers, switches, routers, etc. Look under the cover and the
hardware looks similar. The potential for differentiation is in the software.
SDN is really a market correction where the centre of value is shifting from
hardware to software. All the vendors have great software, but it’s too soon to
say whether or not companies like Cisco, Juniper and Brocade are ready to
embrace a software-centred business model.
These hardware-focused companies all have a message about SDN, but I
wonder which will be the first to put independent software at the centre of
value. It’ll be exciting to see which – if any – will be able to change course in
the time required.
In the meantime, resellers should focus on how they can help their
customers prepare for the arrival of SDN.
The ones that listen to their customers’ needs, and think about how SDN
will evolve to meet future network demand – as opposed to capitalising on
the quick sales in expensive hardware – are the ones that will foster and
benefit from longer lasting customer relationships.
Timings are hard to predict - this market correction is happening now and
when it becomes mainstream it’ll happen very quickly, and will dramatically
change the habits of vendors, consumers and the channel.

communication. Once regarded as a
luxury reserved for senior management and requiring expensive, highend videoconferencing suites, developments in technology are making
communication via video accessible
to employees throughout any organisation – irrespective of their location.
The advent of tools such as unified
communications and converged networks is helping businesses ensure
that remote workers remain connected and engaged.
Furthermore, they are providing
employers with the ability to combine applications, make information
accessible and integrate data from
remote and disparate systems over
a single network. This has extended
the capabilities of videoconferencing,
enabling businesses to facilitate fast-

er, more reliable and more efficient
communications – and empowering
remote workers with increased accessibility to real-time information
and colleague dialogue.
Crucially, videoconferencing is
no longer considered an expensive
luxury but a solution that can help
deliver significant cost-savings.
Proactive companies are discovering
that they can reduce costly and timeconsuming travel by setting up virtual meetings – not only increasing
internal productivity, but also having
similar benefits for busy customers.
Likewise, implementation costs –
once considered prohibitive – have
dropped dramatically; the ability to
deliver integrated video across any
device means that entry-level costs
are now low, accessibility is almost
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universal and usability is simple.
This improvement in functionality
means that technical ‘user’ difficulties that plagued the early introduction of videoconferencing – potentially damaging customer relationships
and increasing costs – have long been
eradicated.
As businesses strive to contain
costs, reduce inefficiencies and increase productivity, videoconferencing is providing new – and cost-effective – opportunities for companies
to deliver more agile, flexible and
responsive communications among
an increasingly mobile workforce.
And, in a global economy where
business prospects can live anywhere
in the world, videoconferencing is
providing a powerful way to build
customer relationships at the touch
of a button. It’s putting companies in
remote control. ■
› Send your letters and comments
to squicke@techtarget.com
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FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW

Simen Teigre
Pexip
MicroScope puts its questions to
Simen Teigre, CEO of Pexip

Tell us what you do for a living
I’m on a mission with the Pexip crew to
revolutionise video communications.
Why are you the right person
for this job?
My passion, patience, empathy and a
naïve desire to make change the world
are some of the ingredients that make
me ideal for the job.
What gets you up in the morning?
My three energetic boys, aged three, six
and eight.
Who helped you get to where
you are today?
My wife Vibeke. We met at 17, she’s
been supporting and guiding
me in everything I have
done ever since.
What is the best or
worst business
advice you have
received?
The best business
advice I have
received must be:
“No matter what
happens, always treat
people properly and with
great respect.” I learned this
when I first started my career as a
management consultant.
What advice would you give to
someone starting out today in IT?
Fail fast, keep your eyes on the ball,
and never give up.
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

What does the next five years hold
for the channel?
Great opportunities for those who have
the guts to re-invent themselves.
Tell us something most people do
not know about you
I spent one of my best summers
in Norway inside a frozen cargo
container, analysing ice cores from
Antarctica. This was downtown in the
city of Oslo and people stared at me
when I came out of the container for a
break in my arctic suit and moonboots.
What goal do you have to achieve
before you die, and why?
The list is long, and it keeps changing
as I go through life and set
new goals for myself,
but right now my
goal is to build
Pexip into a great
company and
raising my three
amazing boys.
I also have to
drive a Porsche
911 GT3 around
Nürburgring
Nordschleife (the
racetrack in Germany)
before I check out.
What’s running on your
smartphone?
Pexip (of course), F1 Timing ’13 (a live
timing and info app for Formula 1 races),
Swix (for prepping my skis), Evernote
and Gmail.

What is the best book you have
ever read?
The Snowman by Jo
Nesbø. Simply an
incredible crime
novel. Nesbø may
be one of the
greatest crime
writers of all
time in addition
to being just a
very fascinating
person.
And the worst film
you’ve ever seen?
Armageddon. Bruce
Willis trying to save planet
Earth from an incoming asteroid.
What would be your
Desert Island MP3?
Eddy Louiss on his B3 organ in playful
harmony with Michel Petrucciani on
the piano. I never get tired of listening to
their brilliant music.
What temptation can you not resist?
Chocolate in any shape or form.
What was your first car and how
does it compare with what you drive
now?
My first car was a green BMW 3-series
Touring. I still drive a 3-series, except
now it’s a white convertible.
Who would you least like to be stuck
in a lift with? Why, what did they do?
Someone claustrophobic.

If you could be any animal for a day,
what would you be and why?
An albatross. Soaring high
in the sky, crossing great
distances with minimal
effort thanks to a 12ft
wingspan, must be
amazing.
If you could have
taken part in
one event at the
Olympics, which
would you have
chosen and why?
50km cross-country skiing
– for me it’s the ultimate Winter
Olympic event; a gruelling test of
endurance, both physically and mentally.
If you were facing awesome peril
and impossible odds, which real
or fictional person would you most
want on your side and why?
Yoda, the Jedi Master. With his wisdom,
composure and mastery of the Force, I
would fear nothing.
And finally, a grizzly bear and a
silverback gorilla are getting ready
for a no-holds-barred rumble. Who is
your money on and why?
The grizzly bear. I have deep respect for
bears after close encounters with them
in the woods of Pennsylvania. ■

› Click here to read more
five-minute interviews online
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